FACULTY DEVELOPMENT TRAINING PROGRAMME

on

CS 2402 MOBILE AND PERVASIVE COMPUTING

13.06.2014 – 19.06.2014

REGISTRATION FORM

Name : 
Age & Sex : 
Qualification : 
Institution : 
Designation : 
Experience : 
Address for Communication: 
Phone/Mobile: 
Email : 
Accommodation required: Yes/No

DECLARATION

The above information is true to the best of my knowledge. I agree to abide the rules and regulations governing the Faculty Development Program of the Anna University Chennai. If selected, I assure to attend the program for the entire duration.

Date : 
Place : 
Signature of the Applicant

SPONSORSHIP

Mr./Ms./Dr._________________________ is an employee of our Institute/ Organization and is hereby sponsored for the above Faculty Development Program. He/ She will be permitted to attend the program, if selected.

Signature & Seal of the Head of the Institution

SEVEN DAYS FACULTY DEVELOPMENT TRAINING PROGRAMME

On

CS 2402 MOBILE AND PERVASIVE COMPUTING

13.06.2014 – 19.06.2014

Co-ordinator

Mrs. K. SUGANYA DEVI, M.E, (Ph.D.)
Assistant Professor & HoD (i/c), CSE

Sponsored by

Anna University
Chennai

Organized by

Department of Computer Science and Engineering
University College of Engineering, Panruti
(A Constituent college of Anna University, Chennai)
Panruti – 607 106
ABOUT THE COLLEGE

University College of Engineering, Panruti (A Constituent College of Anna University Chennai) was established by the Government of Tamilnadu and is functioning since 2008 in Panruti. Our college offers UG programme in CSE, ECE, EEE, Civil and Mechanical. Civil and Mechanical also offers Tamil medium programme. The college is situated 3 km away from Panruti town in the main highway of Chennai to Kumbakonam.

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT

The Department of Computer Science and Engineering was established in the year 2008 with a view to render services to the student community and to meet the growing global challenges. The department offers a B.E. programme in Computer Science and Engineering. The department has well qualified and highly motivated staff to provide strong Computer Science and Engineering background to Engineering graduates to cope with the needs of emerging advanced technology in international levels.

The Department is actively involved in organising seminars/conferences/workshops for professional interaction to keep abreast of the latest developments in the field of Computer Science and Engineering.

RESOURCE PERSONS

Experts from Anna University, University colleges, Annamalai University, Pondicherry Engineering college and Persons from Industry would deliver the lecturers on various aspects of Mobile and Pervasive Computing.

OBJECTIVE

This faculty development program is intended to provide opportunity for faculty employed in affiliated Engineering colleges of the Anna University for teaching and upgrading their knowledge in the area of Basics of Mobile and Pervasive Computing (BMPC). However, the main focus of content delivery will be based on the B.E. (CSE) syllabus of the Anna University. It is planned to deliver an intensive FDTP and hence it will be suitable for those who have interests in Mobile and Pervasive Computing.

COURSE CONTENTS

- Mobile Network.
- Wireless Network.
- Routing.
- Transport and Application Layer.
- Pervasive Computing.

REGISTRATION FEES

There is no registration fee for the program. The number of participants is restricted to 25 only. Participants are selected on first come first serve basis. Selected candidates will be intimated by e-mail/post. Confirmation of participation is to be made through mail reply. Priority will be given to the young faculty. No TA/DA will be paid. Accommodation may be provided at the hostel on request on the availability of rooms. If selected, the applicant should attend the Program without fail.

MAILING ADDRESS

The Co-ordinator, 
FDTP on Mobile and Pervasive Computing,
Department of Computer Science and Engineering,
University College of Engineering, Panruti,
Panruti – 607 106.
Mobile: 9442281243
E-mail: ssuganya.ucep@gmail.com

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

CHIEF PATRON:
Prof.Dr.M.Rajaram
Vice-Chancellor,
Anna University,
Chennai

PATRON:
Dr.S.Ganesan
Registrar
Anna University,
Chennai

CHAIR:
Dr. D.Mohan
Director, CFD
Dr.D.Sridharan
Addl. Director, CFD

CO–CHAIR :
Dr.P.SureshKumar
Dean i/c, UCEP

Co-ordinator:
Mrs.K.Suganya Devi
Assistant Professor & HoD (i/c)

Venue:
Seminar Hall (First Floor)
Department of Computer Science and Engineering

IMPORTANT DATES:
Submission of Application: 06.06.2014
Intimation of Selection : 07.06.2014
Confirmation by participants: 10.06.2014